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Abstract: The impact of coupling capacitance on delay is
usually estimated by scaling the coupling capacitances
(often by a factor of 2) and modeling them as grounded.
This simple approach has been shown to be overly pessi-
mistic in some cases, while somewhat optimistic in oth-
ers. This paper introduces TACO, a timing analysis
methodology that produces tight bounds on worst- and
best-case timing for circuits with dominant coupling
capacitance. The methodology utilizes a coupled Ceff
gate model for capturing the provably worst- and best-
case delays as a function of the timing-window inputs to
the gates.

1. Introduction and Motivation
With aggressive scaling and routing congestion for deep subm

cron designs, coupling capacitance to neighboring nets has b
found to be as high as 70-80% of the total capacitance. T
implies that coupled nets’ activity will significantly impact perfor
mance parameters such as delay and noise. Some research pro
has been made recently for the problem of noise in c
cuits[1][3][5]; But the effect of crosstalk on timing is not well stud
ied, and can be a potential source of problems even when the n
doesn’t cause circuit failure. A common technique used to comp
worst-case delay due to crosstalk is to scale the coupling cap
tances by a factor of 2 and model them as grounded. While be
overly pessimistic in some cases, this 2x approach has also b
shown to underestimate the actual worst-case delay in others
which is unacceptable. As our examples will show, the exact sc
ing factor is design and layout dependent, and is impossible to p
dict a priori.

In this paper we present TACO, a crosstalk-centric timing ana
sis approach capable of handling coupling effects. We use
model presented in [6] to determine worst-case delay due
switching aggressors. What remains is to determine if the aggres
sors can indeed switch in conjunction with the victim to increa
the victim delay. The timing characteristics of the aggressor can
used for this purpose, but the aggressor’s timing window cou
depend on the victim’s output, leading to a classical chicken a
egg problem. We overcome this problem by starting with a wor
case assumption for the switching windows. Under this assum
tion, the delay engine produces a pessimistic delay bound if
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timing windows of the aggressors are not knowna priori. The pes-
simism incurred in this process is reduced iteratively by using tim
ing windows computed earlier, and including only aggresso
which are actually capable of affecting the victim delay. Impo
tantly, we prove convergence for this iterative process. Th
approach was implemented in the commercial timing analyzer E
stimer from IBM, and results were obtained for real industr
designs with extracted coupling. The results will show that whi
the scaling approach can cause a 40% error in stage delay, the e
incurred in path delay is not proportionate, and is unpredictable

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 give
brief background on static timing analysis and the coupled de
model that we use. We formulate the coupled timing analysis pro
lem in Section 3, and describe our timing analysis with couplin
(TACO) approach. Proof of convergence of the methodology
described in Section 4. Section 5 gives some implementat
details and results obtained using our approach. Conclusions
future work comprise Section 6.

2. Background
2.1.Static Timing Analysis

Static timing analysis (STA) is the most popular technique us
to verify the timing behavior of integrated circuits[8]. STA works
by analyzing the circuit for the earliest and latest possible sign
arrival times on each logic path/node, regardless of what is happ
ing on other paths. The arrival times combined with the signal tra
sition time, also referred to as the “slew” of a signal, are express
in the form of “windows”, as shown in Figure 1. Comparing th

arrival times at a particular node in the logic with the require
arrival time, we get the slack at that node in the logic. By assumi
that the earliest and latest signals can be propagated through a
ticular gate, STA can be completely independent of the logic fun
tion of the gate, and can be prone to the false path problem. In
paper, we only focus on computing the topological best and wo
case delays in the presence of coupling.

2.2.Coupled Ceff Delay Model
We use the coupled-gate effective capacitance (Ceff) model p

sented in [6] as the core delay engine. For a system of N coup
lines, each gate is modeled by its Thevenin equivalent and C
iterations are performed for each gate in a decoupled manner.
interconnect is modeled by a coupled N-port, and AWE[4] or som
similar scheme can be used to obtain a reduced-order macrom
for the N-port. The waveforms obtained from the model agr
excellently with those obtained from HSPICE[6].

For computing best and worst case delays due to aggres
switching, it is necessary to align the aggressors with respect to

slew
lateearly

FIGURE 1:   Typical arrival time windows for a gate
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victim. This is performed as follows: First the noise waveform
computed, and the peak value of the noise Vp is found. This wa
form is then aligned such that the peak occurs when the vict
value is Vdd/2-Vp (for a falling victim), so as to just cause the vic
tim to reach Vdd/2 again. The waveforms can be superposedwithin
an iteration due to the linearized nature of the gate models use
This alignment process is explained in greater detail in [6].

3. TACO algorithm
Before we discuss the details of our timing analysis with co

pling (TACO) approach, we define the terminology that will b
used throughout the remainder of the paper.

Definitions

1. Net: A set of nodes that are resistively connected. A net has o
driver node, one or more fanout nodes and may have a num
of intermediate nodes that are part of the interconnect.

2. Gate: A logic unit or cell whose Thevenin model has been pre
characterized as a function of the input transition time and o
put load capacitance, for each input. Each gate has an output
whose fanout nodes are also referred to as the fanout node
the gate.

3. Input-output delay : Defined with respect to a particular inpu
node and fanout node of a gate, it is the time difference betwe
the 50% point of the signal at the input, and the 50% point
the signal at the fanout node.

4. Best/worst case delay (BCD/WCD): The input-output delay
computed under the condition that the time at which the outp
node reaches the 50% point is minimized/maximized.

5. Early/Late arrival times (EAT/LAT) : The EATs and LATs for
fanout node j of a gate with n inputs are defined as follows:

6. Aggressor net: A net that has “significant” coupling capacitance
to the victim net so as to be able to influence the delay of t
victim gate. The criterion for coupling capacitance being “sig
nificant” is discussed in Section 3.3.

7. Aligned aggressor: An aggressor is said to be an aligned aggre
sor with respect to a particular victim, if the switching window
of the aggressor is such that it can contribute to the BCD/WC
of the victim.

The problem of performing STA on a coupled circuit can be fo
mulated as follows: Given the early and late arrival times at the p
mary inputs, propagate these arrival times to the primary outp
taking into account the influence of aggressor gates in comput
best and worst case delay.

The contribution of aggressor gates to the victim delay can
included using the Ceff model outlined in Section 2, but the relati
switching windows of the aggressor nets are not known. In order
obtain the absolute best and worst case delays, we assume init
that all aggressors act as aligned aggressors. To accomplish this
EAT for all nodes is initially set to zero, and the LAT is set to infin
ity (or the latest possible switching time, which is the estimate
clock period). We then perform one run of STA on the circuit, an
compute EATs and LATs at all nodes in the circuit.

Since we assume an infinite initial switching window for a
nodes in the circuit, all aggressors are taken into account for th
effect on delay if their windows have not been computed. This giv
significant scope for pessimism in the analysis. Then, in order
overcome this pessimism, we perform a second run of STA on

EATj
Min

i 1 2…n,=
EATinput i BCDinput i fanout j→+( )=

LATj
Max

i 1 2…n,=
LATinput i WCDinput i fanout j→+( )=
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circuit. During this second run, we find that some aggresso
which we had assumed were aligned are indeed temporally i
lated from the victim. Hence the timing windows of such node
would constrict and we would obtain tighter bounds for them. Th
reduction in windows could then propagate along various pat
We can theoretically repeat this process to further tighten the w
dows, but in practice we find that beyond a second iteration, t
windows do not shrink significantly. This process is represented
a flowchart in Figure 2.

3.1.Criterion for aggressor alignment
An aggressor is said to be aligned if it is capable of contributin

to the delay of the victim gate. This implies that to have an effe
on delay, the window of the noise waveform at the victim fano
should overlap with the window of the victim output withou
noise. Depending on the exactness of the analysis, a suitable c
dition can be used to determine if the aggressor can be align
The conditions we used in our analysis were:

The aggressor cannot be aligned with the victim if
i) The latest noise peak time occurs before the EAT at the vict
driver port.
ii) The LAT at the victim fanout occurs before the EAT at the ag
gressor driver port.
It should be noted that these conditions produce a pessimi
bound on the delay.

This is illustrated in Figure 3. ‘A’ refers to the aggressor and ‘V
refers to the victim. The critical node where potential overla
should be checked is the fanout node and not the driver node.
shown in the figure, even though the aggressor switches later t
the victim, it can create noise that affects the victim. This effe
cannot be observed by using switching windows at either the inp
or the driver nodes of the gates.

3.2.Slew model
The slew of a signal is indicative of how fast the signal trans

tions from a 0 to a 1 or vice-versa. Traditionally, the slew value h
been “tied” to the arrival time value at a particular node. Th
means that while the EAT and LAT of the window represent th
absolute earliest and latest possible times at which the node
undergo a transition, the early slew and the late slew do not nec
sarily represent the fastest and slowest possible rate of transitio

START.

Set all EATs to zero
and LATs to infinity

Perform one run of STA. Update
arrival time for a node as and when
it is computed

Have the arrival time windows
stopped shrinking?

STOP.

Yes

No

FIGURE 2:   Flowchart of TACO methodology
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The difference is especially critical for coupled circuits, where the
load for computing EAT and LAT can be significantly different.

We propose a new arrival time window model to handle the slew
effects. We separate the slew value from the arrival time value in
defining the timing window, and maintain a “slew range” for each
node. The slew range represents the absolute fastest and slowest
possible transitions at the particular node. The fastest slew is used
for computing EAT, and the slowest slew is used for computing
LAT. The noise value, however, is always computed using the fast-
est slew at the aggressor. The new models for the arrival time win-
dow and slew are shown in Figure 4. As will be seen later, this slew
model facilitates the proof of convergence for our methodology.

3.3.Pruning of coupled nets
If we consider a long global net from a typical industrial circuit,

we find that it is coupled to hundreds of other nets. Most significant
coupling capacitance is to same layer metal lines of which there are
only a few. A large number of much smaller coupling capacitances
are to nets on other metal layers.

To avoid complexity in the coupled Ceff iterations, we limit the
number of aggressors in our analysis to 3 to generate the results
below. It is important to note that there is not much accuracy lost in
analyzing only the “major” coupled nets. This is because the cou-
pling capacitance as a percentage of the total capacitance for all the
other nets is typically very small. Even so, these capacitances are
not ignored in the analysis and are modeled as grounded.

4. Convergence
The proof of convergence for our approach hinges primarily

upon starting with the worst-case assumption. The timing window
we obtain during the first pass is a bound on the actual timing win-
dow, for each node in the circuit. Specifically, the EAT computed
during the first iteration is the absolute earliest possible for that

node, and the LAT is the absolute latest possible. This is illustra
in Figure 5.

Part of the proof for this is summarized in Figure 6. If an initially
aligned aggressor ceases to be aligned in a later iteration, the vic
window shrinks because the WCD(BCD) will decrease(increas
without the noise contribution from the aggressor. If it continues

align and the noise contribution to delay reduces, the victim wi
dow still shrinks. There is an assumption here that the noise due
an aggressor cannot increase with subsequent iterations. Our ch
for the slew model ensures this. Since we use the fastest slew po
ble at the aggressor during the first iteration, it is guaranteed t
the noise value does not increase with subsequent iterations.

Now, consider an aggressor that is not aligned in the first ite
tion. What we have shown in Figure 6 also holds good for a
aggressor’s timing window (since it will be treated as a victim
some point in the analysis). In conjunction with the alignment crit
rion defined in Section 3.1, and the fact that we start with the wor
case assumption, this implies that an aggressor that is not aligne
the first iteration can never do so in subsequent iterations. He
the timing window of the victim corresponding to this aggress
remains unchanged.

It should be noted that the shrinking of victim timing window
cannot go on forever. Once the alignment status of each aggress
established as either “aligned” or “unaligned”, all timing window
have converged. In practice however, we find that this status d
not change after the first iteration.

5. Results
5.1.Prototype TACO implementation

We implemented a prototype version of TACO in 5500 lines o
C++ code and interfaced it with RICE libraries to do the mod
order reduction. We ran the tool on two 0.35µ industrial examples
from a microprocessor. Transistor level circuit descriptions we
converted to gate level netlists using the pattern recognition to
tranalyze[7].

Table 1 shows results obtained by comparing the delays obtai
from TACO to those obtained by just modeling the coupling caps
ground. The maximum increase in stage delay is approximat
40% for a strongly coupled gate. The change in path delays is ind
ative of the change in slack through the critical path in the circu

A

V
Fanout

Time

V

A

FIGURE 3:   Criterion for aggressor alignment

Circuit example

node

Input AT windows Fanout noise windows

Fanout AT
windows

FIGURE 4:   New model for arrival time windows

EAT LAT
fastest slew slowest slew

FIGURE 5:   Shrinking arrival time windows

First iteration

Subsequent iterations time
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FIGURE 6:   Convergence of TACO algorithm

Continues to
align, noise on
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noise on victim is
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remains same

Ceases to align

Any aggressor aligned in first iteration
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due to crosstalk. This information can be used by the designer
resize and/or resysnthesize those parts of circuit affected
crosstalk.

The increase in delays due to coupling shown above is after o
pass of block based timing analysis. TACO performs a second
of STA to reduce pessimism in the timing windows. Table 2 show
the percentage reduction in the stage delays and path delays
the second run. This change is primarily due to the reduction in t

number of aligned aggressors. The pessimistic windows obtaine
the first run are crucial in determining exact alignment in the se
ond run. If we had instead performed uncoupled timing analys
then it is possible that we would have missed some aggressor
the alignment process.

5.2.Integration in Einstimer
The TACO approach was also integrated into Einstimer, a co

mercial timing analysis tool at IBM. It was run on a portion of a
0.5µ design with extracted coupling. The circuit was comprised
3210 gates and a maximum coupling cap ratio of 29%. The dela
and arrival times obtained using the TACO methodology were co
pared with the simple scaling approach. Experiments were p
formed with scaling factors of 1, 1.5 and 2 for the couplin
capacitors, and the results obtained are tabulated in Table 3. A s

ing factor of 1 just means that the coupling caps were modeled
grounded.

A positive difference in the delay indicates that the worst-ca
delay(WCD) computed by TACO was more than that from the sc
ing approach, and vice-versa. A unity scaling factor is guaranteed
underestimate the WCD, as is reflected in the results. But m
importantly, TACO is able to come up with a much tighter bound o
delay compared to the scaling approach with a factor of 2. Sin
TACO starts with a worst-case assumption for aggressor alignme
the true WCD(BCD) of the circuit cannot be greater(lesser) than t
one obtained from TACO. This implies that TACO is able to reduc

ckt
No. of
Gates

Max.
coupling
cap ratio

Max% error
in stage
delay

Max% error
in path delay

1 57 17% 15.1 9.2

2 126 70% 39.5 12.5

TABLE 1: TACO vs. coupling caps to ground

Circuit

Max.%
change in

stage delay

Max.%
change in

path delays

% of aligned aggressors

Iteration 1  Iteration 2

1 26.1 6.6 50.7 38.9

2 6.0 5.1 10.7 0.0

TABLE 2: Effect of a second run of STA

Scaling Factor
Max difference in

stage delay
Max difference in

path delay

1 +33.3% +11.8%

1.5 -34.9% +8.2%

2 -40.4% -4.4%

TABLE 3: Comparison of TACO approach with
scaling approach
to
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a significant amount of pessimism incurred due to the 2
approach.The results also indicate that while a scaling factor of
can overestimate the stage delay, it can underestimate the p
delay. The impact of coupling on path delay depends on the ext
of coupling along the path, the strengths of various coupled n
etc. Hence it is impossible to use a single scaling factor for
entire design.

The run times of Einstimer on this example are as follows:
CPU time for plain scaling approach: 25.7 units
CPU time with the TACO approach: 30.3 units
It can be seen that TACO is able to obtain better bounds on

timing windows with only an 18% increase in the run time. Fo
this example, the timing windows did not change significantly du
ing a second iteration, and hence results are shown only for o
iteration of TACO. The number of iterations required, however,
layout and design dependent.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel crosstalk oriented timing analy

algorithm that accurately analyzes the timing of coupled log
stages of the DSM era. A strategy to iteratively reduce the pes
mism of the timing windows at primary outputs was outlined. Th
error incurred in using the arbitrary scaling approach was hig
lighted and results presented on real industrial examples. Th
results show that a paradigm shift is required in the current sta
timing analysis methods.

Some future work planned is to include the effect of function
information to eliminate false coupling interactions. This is to fu
ther reduce the pessimism in the timing windows.
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